
The Churchill Way



The Churchill Way provides clarity to help everyone work together to create a positive, respectful and safe 

environment which supports our core purpose of “Excellence in all we do”

Our college expectations underpin ‘The Churchill Way’, there are only 3 expectations and staff constantly 

refer to these in lessons and around the College. This makes them easy for students to remember and 

understand.

We expect our students to demonstrate these values around college

* On time and ready to learn

* Independent study work completed to a good standard

* Fully equipped – all equipment on desk on entry to the class

* Fully focused in class and engaged in the learning

* Give Proof of Listening 

* Immediately engage with the starter task

* Mobile phones turned off and in bags

* Respond positively to the teacher’s greeting on entry to the class

* Sit where you are asked without complaint or argument

* Formally respond to the register with YES MISS/SIR

* Support each other to learn and make progress

* Listen carefully to   others viewpoints, trying to summarise and 

ask questions

* Do not speak over others – staff or students

* HANDS OFF all students at all times

* Think before you act; every action has a consequence

* Store bags and coats as directed by the class teacher

* Use equipment sensibly and with care

* Stand behind desks silently at the end of the lesson until 

dismissed



Uniform

Students are expected to be in full college uniform at all times. This includes Polishable black shoes and 

formal pair or school trousers or a skirt. Leggings, jean type trousers, jeggings and jogging 
bottoms or sports pants are not acceptable. Students who are not in the correct uniform will be 

required to change. Piercings and extremes of hair colour or make up are also not permitted and must be 

removed whilst at college. If for any reason a students’ uniform is temporarily unavailable they must carry 

a note from parents or carers which explains what the issue is and when it will be resolved.

Equipment

Students need to come to college fully equipped with at least a sturdy bag, pen, pencil and ruler. 

Equipment is checked regularly by staff and spares are available to buy very cheaply in college if students 

misplace any items. Students should also bring or borrow a fully charged iPad.

    Attendance and Punctuality

Our minimum expectation for attendance is 96%, we do not authorise school holidays during term time 

and frequent student absences may result in a fine.  Please contact school on the attendance hotline 0191 

2347226 if your child is very poorly and cannot attend. The college site is open for students early and we 

run a breakfast club from 8.15am. Form Time starts at 8.55am and all students are expected to be in 

Tutor rooms with their equipment out on the desk and ready to start the day’s activities by this time.      

Students who are late to school will receive a sanction and their parents and carers will be informed.



               
     Proof of Listening 

At Churchill we expect students to show us Proof of Listening by using their eyes, ears and body 

language. Staff will refer to this often in lessons and around the school site.



Rewards and Recognition

We work hard to recognise and reward the behaviours' we want to see at Churchill. We use a SIMS points 

system to celebrate and log students’ achievements. SIMS points also reflect the READY, RESPECTFUL 
and SAFE message and are used frequently in class and at social times. You can see your child’s SIMS 

points by logging into the School Gateway APP. Assemblies are held each term where students are 

rewarded for their SIMS points and form groups compete to win the achievement trophy.  Subject 

badges, postcards and certificates are also awarded. Many departments also publicise their student of the 

lesson, week or month on their Facebook pages and Form Tutors will reward points weekly for 

punctuality, uniform and equipment.

Each half term has a focused rewards week. This is based on LORIC and recognises those qualities that 

we think are important in developing character. Students will also receive congratulatory letters home for 

achievement, effort and outstanding behaviour for learning after grade collections. 

Leadership - Leadership, leading a group of people or an organisation or 

having the ability to do this. There are different styles of leadership.

Organisation - Being able to identify what you need to do, how you 

are going to do it and then checking you get it done.

Resilience - Resilience is the ability to adapt well in the face of adversity. It means 

“bouncing back” from difficult experiences and not giving up.

Initiative - Showing initiative is the power or opportunity to act or take 

charge before others do.

Communication – To communicate is to share or exchange information, news or 

ideas by speaking, writing or using some other medium.

Sanctions

We expect the highest standards of behaviour from all of our students, and it is necessary occasionally to 

apply a sanction in class to ensure that learning is not disrupted. 

S1 - Students will receive an S1 if they are behaving in a way which is not Ready, Respectful or Safe and stealing 

others learning time. This is a clear verbal caution delivered privately if possible, making the student aware of their 

behaviour and clearly explaining what changes need to be made.

S2 - Students are still behaving in a way which is not Ready, Respectful or Safe. An S2 is the next stage to speak to 

the student and give them a final opportunity to engage and change their behaviour.  If a student receives an S2 

they will be asked to stay behind or come back and speak to a teacher at an appropriate time for 10 minutes where 

the behaviour can be discussed and an agreement made to avoid this happening again in the future. Parents and 

carers will be informed by Text or the School Gateway APP if their child receives an S2.

S3 - Students are still behaving in a way which is not Ready, Respectful or Safe and need to be removed from the 

lesson to protect the learning time of others.    



 

  
Students who receive an S3 will spend some time in the Churchill Learning Centre (CLC) where they will 

carry on with their learning for a prescribed period of time. This will include some lesson and social time 

or time after college if the S3 happens during the last period of the day. Frequent S3s may result in a 

longer tariff or referral to the Churchill Inclusion Centre (CIC).

Entry to the CLC may be staggered to avoid friendship groups, students purposely wishing to miss a     

lesson or the same lesson being affected on a regular basis. 

You will be notified if your child receives an S3 and the member of staff who issued this will contact you 

to let you know how the situation has been resolved.

We do not underestimate the impact and importance of parental engagement and involvement in your 

child’s education and we really appreciate the support you give us. Please do not hesitate to contact 

your child’s Learning Coordinator if there is anything you wish to discuss further and we look forward to 

welcoming you into college throughout the year.
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